Hidden
power of
the BoP
Understanding the BoP
Consumer

Marslow’s Framework : Global view
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Self fulfilment needs
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The Segments of Africa
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Analogy: The two sales men
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The proportion of
Kenyans living on less
than the international
poverty line has declined
from 43.6% in 2005/06 to
35.6% in 2015/16
Poverty incidence in
Kenya is amongst the
lowest in East Africa and
is lower than the SubSaharan African regional
average.

GDP growth rates above 5% in
the last 10 years
Pace of poverty reduction-1%
per year

Poverty incidence in Kenya is
unlikely to be eradicated by
2030
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The drivers and motivations of the BoP

Product
 Products that fulfills
a need of
consumers.

Price
Mainly go for a
product that offers
favorable prices to
them.

Promotion
 The customers tend to
go for products that are
more known

Place
 Ideal locations are to
convert potential BoP
clients into actual
clients
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The nature of the BoP Market
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The BoP market is well connected.
The BoP markets are not well
connected

The increased connectedness also
means that the spread of good
bargains as well as bad news
becomes very rapid.

BOP consumers are getting connected
and networked.
They are rapidly exploiting the benefits
of information networks. The growth of
cell phone usage among the poor is
proof of a market at the BOP.
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SIM card ownership at the Kenyan BoP

15.2%
86%
Have at least one active Have 2 active SIM
SIM card
cards
Own a mobile This means that , even if a BoP consumer does not
own a mobile handset, they likely have at least a SIM
phone
60.5%
card. This allows the BoP user to have their own
phone number and credit to make a call on any
borrowed mobile phone device or even make a mobile
money transaction.
*InfoDev
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Financial inclusion in Kenya has continued to rise, with the percentage of the population
living within 3 kilometers of a financial services point rising to 77% in 2016 from 59% in
2013. Since rollout of agency banking in 2010, they have managed 322 million
transactions worth over Ksh. 1.9 Trillion.
The financial inclusion has been driven by digitization, with Mobile Financial Services
(MFS) rising to be the preferred method to access financial services in 2017.

(>18 years)
Has mobile money account
29.1 million = The number of active mobile money transfer subscriptions
202, 244 = The number of active mobile money transfer agents
Mobile money transfer transactions stood at 663.7 billion and were valued
at Kenya shillings1.8 trillion.
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There is money at the BoP

The dominant assumption is that the poor have no
purchasing power and therefore do not
represent a viable market.

o The power is also in the numbers, 10 million consumers in Kenya earning less
than KSH200 a day amount to approximately 2 billion a day in latent
purchasing power which must be unlocked. Its the best attractive distractive
attraction for long term growth and vitality of organisations.
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Case study: Digital credit apps
• From having had little or no access to credit, many
Kenyans at the BoP now find they can get loans
in minutes.
• Tala has granted more than 6 million loans worth
more than KSH30 billion mainly in Kenya, since it
launched in Kenya in 2014.
• In 2017 only, it disbursed more than 900,000 loans
to have its loan book at KSH3.5 billion.
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Loan borrowing incidence
Have you borrowed money in
the last 1 year?

Base, n=737

Where did you borrow from?

30%

Phone and mobile apps

21%

Friends

18%

Bank

No
47%

Yes
53%

12%

Family

10%

Chama

8%

Sacco
Shylocks

1%
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Demographics: Age

Total
Phone and
mobile apps
Friends

Below
18 years
18- 23
years
24 - 29
years
30 - 35
years
36 - 42
years
43 - 49
years
50 - 55
years

Male

Female

Total

Where did you borrow from?

737 322 415 3** 46 213 238 159 92 32
30% 28% 32% 33% 43% 37% 29% 27% 19% 22%
21% 22% 20% 33% 28% 20% 21% 20% 21% 16%
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Still in school/Full time
Student
Unemployed/looking
for work
Housewife/househusb
and

Total

737 4** 22** 29** 157 188 326 57 257 158 266
43
46
12**

Phone and
mobile apps
30% 50% 32% 31% 32% 38% 27% 19% 26% 36% 28%
54%
27%
16%

Friends
21%
0%
23% 28% 26% 22% 18%

Bank
18%
0%
14%
3%

15%
25%
20%
26%
30%
33%

10% 12% 23% 37% 26%
13%
17%
2%
11%
0%

11%

Selfemployed/Business

Employed/working in
the informal sector

Employed/ working in
the formal sector

Post graduate degree

Completed
college/university

Part college/university

Completed secondary

Part secondary

Completed primary

Part primary

Total

Demographics: Occupation

Where did you borrow from?
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Casual workers use digital credit for day-to-day
needs
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The BoP markets are difficult to access
The assumption is that distribution access to the BOP
markets is very difficult and therefore represents a major
impediment for the participation of organisations targeting
the BoP.

o The BOP market does not lend itself to a single
distribution solution with urban and rural markets
representing different challenges.

o This market is in need of unique distribution methods of
distributing goods and services.
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The BoP markets are price loyal
The dominant assumption is with our
cost structure, we cannot serve the BOP

To meet the BOP market expectations companies have to
make aspirational products affordable to BOP consumers.

The beer that
changed
ordinary lives
Kenya Breweries Ltd (KBL) has raised the
production of the lower-taxed Senator Keg
brand by +20% to drive sales amid the
mainstream brands.
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Kenya
-0.3%*

Beer decline offset by growth
of Senator and spirits

 Bottled beer volume declining with
slower than expected recovery from
excise-led price increase

Successful
launch of
Tusker Cider

 Senator NSV growth of +21%

Reserve
brands
healthy
growth

 Spirits in double-digit growth

 Mainstream spirits in growth driven by
Kenya Cane and Chrome Vodka
* Net sales growth

20%
growth
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BOP Consumers Accept Advanced Technology
Readily
The dominant assumption is that the BOP does not need advanced
technology solutions; they will not pay for them. Therefore, the BOP
cannot be a source of innovations.

From solar installations for cheap
energy to mobile money transactions ,
the BOP customers have easily
accepted technology.
This is aspirational, they also want
televisions, fridges and other luxuries.
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Case study: M-Kopa Solar
Since its launch in October 2012, M-KOPA has
connected more than 80,000 homes in East Africa to
solar power.
M-KOPA is able to offer good quality solar energy
systems, collecting payments in small amounts
and allowing customers to choose when and how
much they pay.

The M-KOPA solution is designed
around a game-changing technology mobile money.
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Converting the BoP into a
consumer market
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Create the Capacity to
Consume by making unit
packages that are small
and therefore affordable.

The involvement of the
private sector at the BOP
can provide opportunities for
the
development of new
products and services.

Creating dignity and choice
for the BoP that
were previously reserved
for the middle-class and
rich.
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And finally… Trust is prerequisite

“You go down to the bottom of the sea……only then do they start

coming out. They come, and they greet you, and they judge the
love you have for them. If it’s sincere, if it’s pure, they’ll be with
you, and take you away forever.”

― Jacques Mayol
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Thank
You

